ProQuest®
Research Solutions
Information solutions that propel research

Powering Student Research

Popular ProQuest databases include:
• ProQuest® Central K12, our largest
aggregated periodical database for schools.
This extensive online collection provides
one-stop access to more than 6,100 journals,
magazines, and newspapers—with over
4,600 titles in full text.

ProQuest databases provide comprehensive
research solutions to support advanced
study and college-prep curricula.
Inside ProQuest, users will find scholarly
journals, magazines, newspapers, and other
specialized information sources that cover a
wide range of subjects, including business,
current events, education, general reference,
health and medical, language arts, sciences,
and social studies.
Full-text coverage comes from thousands
of leading publications, including national
newspapers like The New York Times,
Los Angeles Times, and USA Today; and
exclusive content from the world’s top
publishers, such as Cambridge University
Press, Dow Jones, and more.

• ProQuest® Platinum delivers more than
2,000 journals and magazines, plus targeted
newspaper coverage highlighting the
leading international, national, and regional
newspapers.
• ProQuest subject-based collections—
offer a variety of specialized collections
for in-depth research, including allied
heath, business, multicultural studies,
and technology.
• ProQuest® Education Journals offer
periodicals that address all aspects of
K-12 education, from administration to
instruction, for use in professional
development and research.
All this is delivered via the award-winning
ProQuest platform, which offers intuitive
search and powerful features to aid the entire
research process. ProQuest® Smart Search,
search widget, article translations, and
auto-citations are just a few of the tools that
facilitate research from start to finish.

“This database is easy to navigate, with intuitive screens and drop-down
menus for help. The wide variety of subjects indexed makes this database a
good choice for general research. Summing Up: Recommended. All levels.”
—Choice Magazine

Scholarly Journals. Popular Magazines.
Top-Circulating Newspapers. Professional Publications.

Robust search options connect
users to the right content

Connect to a
range of article
formats, from
full text to full
images
Research tools
like Smart
Search, RSS
feeds, and alerts
foster discovery

In-depth Research Starts Here
Search by keyword, Boolean logic, topic,
or publication. Use ProQuest’s renowned
indexing to construct advanced queries
around a subject, personal name, article
type, and more. Plus, one-click linking
can connect users directly to full-text
results, automatically.

Additional tools like alerts, language
translations, research summary, and
auto-citations help students complete
research and assignments.

For more information, call 800-521-0600 or
visit our website at www.proquestk12.com.
About ProQuest
Since 1938, ProQuest has provided innovative solutions that connect people and information. We combine remarkable content with
innovative technologies to serve educational needs from literature and social studies to science and technology. As one of the largest
providers of digital text and multimedia, our resources are central to researchers, educators, and students in over 160 countries.
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To learn more

